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Preface 

In today’s world, science and technology have been progressing with each passing 

day. Advanced solid-liquid separation technologies have become indispensable in many 

fields such as environmental protection and new-product development. Physical 

solid-liquid separation is one of the most significant methods because no chemical 

additives are needed to avoid secondary pollution. Particularly, the separation of 

deformable and/or multicomponent materials has become significant. The current 

research involves the solid-liquid separation of oil-in-water (O/W) emulsion. This 

dissertation is composed of 5 parts. Chapter 1 gives general introduction about theory 

and literature review, in which mechanical separation theories, evaluation of filtration 

characteristics, nonlinear filtration behaviours, separation of O/W emulsion and 

separation of binary suspensions were introduced. 

In Chapter 2, downward and upward membrane filtration experiments under 

constant pressure conditions were conducted for O/W emulsion using a dead-end filter 

and their filtration behaviors were compared. In downward filtration, the Ruth plot, in 

which the reciprocal filtration rate was plotted against the filtrate volume per unit 

membrane area, was obtained as an upward convex curve, while it showed a linear 

relationship in upward filtration in accordance with the Ruth filtration rate equation. In 

view of the difference in the filtration behaviors of both filtration methods and the 

density contrast between the oil droplet and continuous phase, it was anticipated that the 

filter cake exfoliation occurred in downward filtration. The infinite average specific 

cake resistance was calculated from the experimental results of flux decline behaviors, 

assuming that the solid mass of filter cake is increased in direct proportion to the filtrate 

volume. The specific resistance in downward filtration became smaller with the 

progress of filtration due to the exfoliation of filter cake. In contrast, the specific 
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resistance in upward filtration was maintained virtually constant and considerably larger 

than that in downward filtration. The value obtained in upward filtration was considered 

to be the true value that was uninfluenced by the exfoliation of filter cake. It was 

therefore concluded that the upward dead-end filtration test is quite effective for the 

evaluation of filtration properties in membrane filtration of O/W emulsion. 

In Chapter 3, upward dead-end filtration tests accompanied with a sudden 

reduction in the cake surface area during the course of filtration were proposed in order 

to determine the properties of the filter cake formed during microfiltration of O/W 

emulsion. Both upward and downward dead-end filtration tests were conducted under 

constant pressure conditions by using a filter having a sudden reduction in its filtration 

area, and the filtration characteristics between the two were compared. Consequently, it 

was found that the filtration rate in downward filtration was much higher than that in 

upward filtration as a result of cake exfoliation which occurred in downward filtration, 

leading to lower specific cake resistance. Moreover, when the average cake porosity 

was evaluated on the basis of an overall mass balance of dead-end filtration on the 

assumption that the cake was not exfoliated, the cake porosity in downward filtration 

became much lower than that in upward filtration for a similar reason. It was revealed 

that the correct values of cake properties were obtained from the data of upward 

dead-end filtration in which the exfoliation of the cake did not occur. It was necessary to 

consider the influence of the cake porosity in the calculation of the average specific 

cake resistance when an O/W emulsion was not dilute. On the basis of upward dead-end 

filtration tests, the power law relationship was applicable in order to represent the 

effects of the applied pressure on both the average volume fraction of oil droplets and 

the average specific resistance of the cake comprised of oil droplets. It was found that 

the cake formed during filtration of O/W emulsion was highly compressible due to the 

deformability of oil droplets. Moreover, the average volume fraction of oil droplets and 
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the average specific cake resistance were kept constant throughout the course of 

filtration. 

In chapter 4, the centrifugal separation characteristics of emulsion-slurry which 

contained both oil droplets and colloidal SiO2 particles were investigated using the 

microprocessor controlled analytical photocentrifuge, LUMiFuge, in this study. It was 

clarified that oil droplets and SiO2 particles in emulsion-slurry were separated 

completely after centrifugation, due to flotation of oil droplets and sedimentation of 

SiO2 particles resulting from the density difference. The flotation velocity of oil droplets 

and the settling velocity of SiO2 particles through emulsion-slurry became larger than 

those of the single dispersions (O/W emulsion and SiO2 suspension) with the 

corresponding volume fraction. The acceleration effects of flotation and sedimentation 

through emulsion-slurry were examined by using the flotation and sedimentation 

coefficients in which the effect of centrifugal acceleration on the flotation and 

sedimentation velocities was cancelled. Both the flotation and sedimentation 

coefficients increased with increasing volume fraction of SiO2 particles or oil droplets in 

emulsion-slurry, and the acceleration effect of the flotation coefficient was noteworthy 

due to the marked increase in the density difference between oil droplets and 

emulsion-slurry with increasing volume fraction of SiO2 particles. The flotation and 

sedimentation coefficients through emulsion-slurry were experimentally described by 

using two types of void functions and well described the acceleration effect in 

centrifugal separation of emulsion-slurry. 

Finally, Chapter 5 gives the summary of the main results obtained from the studies. 
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Chapter 1 Theory and Literature Review 

1.1 Introduction 

Solid-Liquid separation is a major unit operation that exists in almost every 

flowscheme related to the chemical process industries, ore beneficiation, pharmaceutics, 

food or water and waste treatment. Advanced solid-liquid separation technologies have 

become indispensable in many fields such as environmental protection and new-product 

development. Particularly, the physical solid-liquid separation method is one of the most 

significant methods because no chemical additives are needed to avoid secondary 

pollution. There have been attracted widely, for example, membrane separation 

(Shannon et al., 2008; Ho and Li, 2013), centrifugal sedimentation (Rickwood, D., 1984, 

Iritani et al., 2007b), consolidation (Iritani et al., 2010b), freeze concentration (Iritani et 

al., 2013) and so on. 

Oil-in-water (O/W) emulsions are widely produced in various industrial 

applications including petrochemical, metallurgical, transportation, cosmetics, domestic 

sewage, textile, etc.. Therefore, the separations of O/W emulsions have been an area of 

considerable interest over the past years. Figure 1-1 shows the publication trend on the 

separation of O/W emulsion obtained by the Web of Science using the following search 

words: “oil”, “water”, “emulsion”, and “separation” in the period 1994-2013. From the 

figure, it may be understood that studies on the separation of O/W emulsion have 

increasingly been focused over the past two decades. 

The mechanical solid-liquid separation, which is commonly used to describe the 

separation of solid particles and liquid and the same term is employed from the 

viewpoint of oil droplets as soft colloid particles in this study, may be an efficient 

method of treatment for O/W emulsion due to various advantages such as the 

elimination of chemical, lower capital cost, higher separation factors and so on. The first 
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Fig. 1-1 Publication trend on the separation of O/W emulsion 
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of this chapter outlines the mechanical separation theories covering cake filtration and 

sedimentation, which are the main research methods in this study. And then evaluation 

of filtration characteristics and various nonlinear filtration behaviours which often occur 

in filtration are discussed. In addition, various separation methods for O/W emulsion 

and separation of binary suspensions often encountered in practical cases are also 

summarized through investigating some typical literatures. 

1.2 Mechanical Separation Theories 

1.2.1 Cake Filtration 

Ruth’s cake filtration theory (Ruth, 1935, 1946) can be still applied to most of the 

filter materials at present. The relationship between the reciprocal filtration rate (d/dv) 

and the cumulative filtrate volume v collected per unit effective membrane area, where  

is the filtration time, is expressed as 

 m
v

2

d

d
vv

Kv



 (1-1) 

where vm is the fictitious filtrate volume per unit membrane area, equivalent to the flow 

resistance of the membrane, and Kv is the Ruth filtration coefficient, which is defined by  

 

av
v

12

s

msp
K

-
   (1-2) 

where p is the applied filtration pressure, s is the mass fraction of solid in dispersions, μ is 

the viscosity of the filtrate, ρ is the density of the filtrate, and av is the average specific 

cake resistance and m is the ratio of mass of wet cake to mass of dry cake which is related 

to the average porosity εav of filter cake by 

)1(
1

avs

av





-
m   (1-3) 

where ρs is the density of solid in dispersions.  

Generally, for compressible materials the relationship between the average specific 

cake resistance and the applied filtration pressure accords with the power law 
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relationship given by (Sperry, 1921) 

 
np1av     (1-4) 

where 1 and n are empirical constants, and n is specifically called the compressibility 

coefficient. Also, the average volume fraction (1 - εav) is logarithmically plotted as a 

function of the applied filtration pressure p in the following form (Tiller and Cooper, 

1962):  

 av1-   Bp   (1-5) 

where B and  are the empirical constants. 

1.2.2 Sedimentation 

At Reynolds numbers, duρ/μ < 0.6, a solid sphere in an infinite expanse of fluid 

falls at a uniform velocity given by the Stokes law (Robinson, 1926; Steinour, 1944): 

 
2

s
0

( )

18

-


 



ad
u   (1-6) 

where, a is the gravitational acceleration, g under the action of gravity or the centrifugal 

acceleration, r2
 under the action of centrifugal force where r is radial distance from 

center of rotation,  is angular velocity of rotor, and d is the diameter of suspended 

sphere. Within the given range of Reynolds numbers, the flow around a sphere is 

laminar, or streamline, and inertial effects are negligible. 

It is well known that settling velocity of a single solid particle in fluid is most often 

higher than the settling velocity of a suspension consisted of many such particles. In 

other words, settling velocity, u is influenced by both direct and indirect (i. e. 

hydrodynamic) interactions between the particles. In general, the settling velocity of 

particles in a suspension is expressed by the following formula: 

 0 ( )u = u F   (1-7) 
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where  is porosity, F is void function which is often given by the following forms. 

Kozeny-Carman equation (Carman, 1937): 

 
3

( )
10(1 )


- 


F  (1-8) 

Steinour equation (Steinour, 1944): 

 2 1.82(1 )( ) 10- -  F  (1-9) 

Happel equation (Happel, 1958): 

 
1/3 5/3 2

5/3

6 9(1 ) 9(1 ) 6(1 )
( )

6 4(1 )

- -  - - -


 -

  



F  (1-10) 

Richardson-Zaki equation (Richardson and Zaki, 1954): 

 ( )  NF    (1-11) 

Eq. (1-11) is one of the most popular expressions due to its simple form, where the 

exponent N varies with the particles Reynolds number; for low Reynolds number, it is 

usually between 4.65 and 6.55 (Heitkam et al., 2013). 

1.3 Evaluation of Filtration Characteristics 

The essential parameters of solid-liquid filtration separation such as filtration 

resistance and porosity of cake must be obtained in order to evaluate the filtration 

characteristics of each material. The accurate determination of characteristics of 

solid-liquid separation based on simple and precise laboratory tests has been a key factor 

in the design of new equipment and the analysis of commercial separation operations. In 

the chapter 1.2.1, the most basic filtration test, namely, Ruth filtration test has been 

introduced. Other several filtration tests which have so far been utilized, are summarized 

in the following contents. 

1) Constant pressure filtration based sudden reduction in filtration area 

In general, the average specific cake resistance αav is calculated by using both the 
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constant pressure filtration coefficient Kv determined from the slope of the Ruth plots 

and the m-value. The value of m has almost invariably been determined by weighing the 

filter cake before and after the cake dryness. However, visual determination of the end 

of filtration often leads to erroneous values for m and also αav because of the indistinct 

interface between the cake surface and the slurry. 

A method, which utilized the sudden reduction in filtration area of the cake surface, 

has been developed for evaluating rigorously the properties of the filter cake such as the 

average porosity av and the average specific cake resistance αav (Murase, et al., 1987). 

The specially designed apparatus is schematically shown in Figure 1-2. A close-fitting 

cylinder with an inner diameter D and a height h is inserted in the cylindrical brass filter. 

A disk with a hole having a diameter Dh is placed on top of the inserted cylinder and the 

part below this constitutes the filter chamber. 

Filter cake steadily builds up on the filter medium as soon as the filtration process 

starts. The surface area of the growing filter cake equals D exactly, as shown in Figure 

1-2(a). Once the filter cake builds up to the underside of the disk, the subsequent filter 

cake can form only inside the hole in the disk, as shown in Figure 1-2(b). Consequently, 

the filtration area of the cake surface is reduced suddenly, and the filtration rate 

decreases markedly. After the filtrate volume v is beyond the critical volume vt at the 

transition point, the reciprocal filtration rate dθ/dv vs. v deviates remarkably from the 

relation represented by Eq. (1-1). From the value of vt, the average porosity av of the 

filter cake can be calculated using an overall mass balance of dead-end filtration, to give 

(Murase, et al., 1987; Iritani, et al., 1991a) 

 
 

s t

av

s

1

1

- -


- 






h s ρsv

h s ρsh
  (1-12) 

Thus, the average specific cake resistance αav can be evaluated accurately from Eqs. 

(1-2), (1-3) and (1-12) by using the slope of the plot of dθ/dv against v and the value of 

vt. 
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Fig. 1-2 Principle of sudden reduction in filtration area 
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2) Constant rate filtration 

Through constant pressure filtration, the constant pressure filtration coefficient or 

average specific cake resistance can be obtained only for a certain pressure in each 

filtration experiment. However, the information of the varieties of filtration 

characteristics can be obtained with the changes of the filtration pressure in constant 

rate filtration in which filtration rate remains constant. The pressure vs. time relations 

can be presented as an equation for conditions of constant cake resistance of the form 

(Tiller, 1955; Shirato, et al., 1968) 

2

av 1
m

1
- 

-

sq
p p

ms

 
  (1-13) 

When the specific resistance is assumed to be a power function of the pressure drop (p 

-pm) across the cake as shown in Eq. (1-4), Eq. (1-13) becomes 

2
1 1 1

m( )
1

-- 
-

n sq
p p

ms

 
  (1-14) 

Therefore, the relationship of (p -pm) vs. θ will represent a linear in the double 

logarithm coordinate when the variation of (1 - ms) is negligible due to the small 

concentration s of slurry and the values of the compressibility coefficient n and α1 can 

be determined according to the graphic method. In addition, the values of αav in various 

pressure drops (p -pm) can be also obtained immediately using Eq. (1-13) according to 

the plots of (p -pm) vs. θ when the dependence of m on filtration pressure is known or 

in the case that (1 - ms) = 1. It is notable that the pressure drops pm of filter medium is 

constant in constant rate filtration and can be calculated using the following formula: 

m 1 mp q R  (1-15) 

where Rm is resistance of filter medium. 

3) Variable-pressure-variable-rate filtration 

In variable-pressure-variable-rate filtration, the filtration rate (dv/dθ) and the 
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pressure drop (p -pm) of filter cake changes continually with the process of filtration. 

Generally, the value of (dv/dθ) decreases and the value of (p -pm) increases with 

filtration time θ. In this case, filtration equation is represented as (Tiller, 1958; Shirato, 

et al., 1969) 

av
m

d
( )

1 d

 
 -  

-  

s
v p p

ms v

  
 (1-16) 

Therefore, αav can be calculated according to the known value of m by using the 

measured filtration rate (dv/dθ) and pressure drop (p -pm) of cake filter for arbitrary 

value of v, and then the relationship between αav and (p -pm) can be obtained. Besides, 

the pressure drop (p -pm) of filter cake is different from that in constant rate filtration 

and can be calculated from the following form 

m m

d

d

 
  

 

v
p R


 (1-17) 

4) Step-up pressure filtration 

In step-up pressure filtration, filtration pressure p is increased in stages in the 

course of filtration. When the appropriate values of the step-up pressure are selected, the 

pressure dependence of αav in the wide pressure range can be evaluated using the data of 

(dθ/dv) vs. v in each pressure, as well as constant pressure filtration under various 

constant pressures (Murase, et al., 1989). 

5) Capillary suction method 

The Capillary Suction Time apparatus (CST) was proposed originally by 

Baskerville and Gale (Baskerville and Gale, 1968). A sample is placed in a small 

reservoir whose open base rests on a disc of filter paper. Moisture is removed from the 

sample by capillary suction in the paper. The time taken for the moisture front to cover a 

given distance is a measure of filterability and can be observed or measured electrically 

by an automated apparatus. However, it is suitable only for high resistance sludges or 

slurries where capillary suction time often correlates well with specific cake resistance 
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αav (Tarleton and Wakeman, 2008). 

6) Single constant pressure filtration 

When constant pressure filtration is conducted with considerably large values of 

filter medium resistance, the pressure drop (p - pm) across the cake gradually increases 

from 0 at the start of filtration and tend to approach the limiting value p. Consequently, 

variable-pressure-variable-rate filtration can be virtually realized by applying a constant 

filtration pressure. As a result, the pressure dependence of permeability characteristics 

such as the average specific cake resistance αav is easily available without monitoring 

the variation of the pressure drop across the cake with time. When the concentration s of 

samples is sufficiently small, the average specific cake resistance αav and the pressure 

drop (p - pm) across the cake can be calculated for arbitrary plot of (dθ/dv) vs. v using 

the following formulas. 

av

m

d d

d d

 
   

 

s
v

v p v

   
 (1-18) 

m

m

d d d

d d d

      
-  -      

      

v v v
p p p

  
 (1-19) 

The variation in the specific cake resistance during the initial period of filtration 

conducted with considerably large values of the filter medium resistance causes a 

marked deviation from straight-line plots of (dθ/dv) vs. v. Accordingly, by carrying out a 

single constant pressure filtration experiment, one may obtain αav vs. (p - pm) data over 

a wide range of pressures by using Eqs. (1-18) and (1-19) (Iritani et al., 2011, 2012a). 

1.4 Nonlinear Filtration Behaviours 

Conventional filtration theory (Ruth cake filtration theory) demonstrates that the 

Ruth plots depicted as the reciprocal filtration rate (d/dv) vs. the cumulative filtrate 

volume v collected per unit effective membrane area, should show a linear relationship as 

shown in Figure. 1-3(a) (Terleton and Wakeman, 2007; Tanaka et al., 2011). This is not  
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Fig. 1-3 Schematic diagram of various filtration modes 
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always observed, however, for the possible cases illustrated in Figure. 1-3(b-f). 

Figure 1-3(b) shows an upward convex curve, namely, the variation of flux decline 

decreases with progress of filtration. This phenomenon is because cake formation is 

prevented due to an external force. For example, in crossflow filtration which keeps the 

motion of a fluid parallel to the filter medium, the cake formed on the filter medium is 

swept continually by the shear stress acting on the surface of the filter medium (Lu and 

Ju, 1989; Iritani et al., 1991b; Field et al., 1995; Tien and Ramarao, 2013). In 

electro-ultrafiltration, the accumulation of particles/solutes on the membrane surface is 

limited by electrophoretic migration and therefore the filtration rate is significantly 

increased (Iritani et al., 1992b, 2000). Furthermore, in inclined filtration the filter cake 

growing in the course of filtration slips down due to the gravity acting on cake and 

therefore the filtration resistance is decreased (Iritani et al., 1991c, 2002b, 2012b; Zeng 

et al., 1998). 

Figure 1-3(c) shows a downward convex curve, namely, the variation of flux 

decline increases with progress of filtration. For example, in conventional downward 

filtration concomitant with sedimentation for suspensions in which the density ρs of 

particles is larger than that of water, the experimental cake resistances will be larger 

than the theoretical values due to the effect of particles settling (Sambuichi et al., 1982; 

Christensen and Dick, 1985; Tiller et al., 1995; Iritani et al., 1999) and the same results 

can be speculated for O/W emulsions in which the density ρo of oil droplets is smaller 

than that of water due to the effect of oil droplets floating. On the other hand, in 

filtration of the soft materials such filtration behavior may occur due to the effect of 

particle deformation (Lu et al., 2001; Christensen et al., 2011). 

Figure 1-3(d) shows a downward convex curve, which has an intercept when 

filtration just starts because of the high filter medium resistance (Vorobiev, 2006; Iritani 

et al., 2011, 2012a, 2014a). In this case, the pressure drop across the cake gradually 
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increases from 0 at the initial stage of filtration and tends to approach the applied 

filtration pressure. Consequently, filtration rate is smaller than that obtained using a 

medium having negligibly small resistance and the slope of the straight line in the latter 

part of the plots is in remarkable agreement with that of the straight line obtained with a 

medium having negligibly small resistance. 

Figure 1-3(e) shows an upward convex curve, which represents a complex 

filtration process where the pore blocking in which particles are rejected completely and 

the cake formation occurred simultaneously (Matsumoto et al., 1992; Iritani et al., 

2005). The clogged membrane resistance by sealing the membrane pores is very large at 

the initial stage of filtration and increases gradually until constant value is reached as 

filtration progresses, and therefore Ruth plots have a intercept at v = 0 and the slope of 

the latter linear becomes constant as standard cake filtration. 

Figure 1-3(f) shows a downward convex curve, where the flux decline behavior 

can be evaluated by considering the transition from depth to cake filtration (Grace, 

1956; Iritani et al., 2007c, 2010a, 2014b). The particles are captured inside a porous 

filter medium at the initial stage of filtration and eventually the membrane pore 

blocking finishes, thereby cake filtration starts in consideration of the constant slope of 

the latter linear as shown in Figure 1-3(f). 

1.5 Separation of O/W Emulsion 

The separation of difficult filterability materials having high compressibility and/ 

or great specific surface area, such as deformable particles, nano-particles and 

biological substances have become a hotspot in solid-liquid filtration separation field, as 

industrial products become more fine and environmental protection becomes more 

stringent. O/W emulsion as the research object is a difficult filterability material due to 

deformability of oil droplets. The following content will describe the various separation 

methods of O/W emulsion, mainly focusing on the related methods to this study. 
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Separation processes related to membranes have been extensively studied (Ho and 

Li, 2013). Correspondingly, membrane filtration for separation of O/W emulsion as the 

major research method in this study has also attracted considerable attention. Through 

consulting literatures, the surveys about membrane filtration of O/W emulsion are 

mainly summarised in Table 1-1. In addition, several techniques have also been 

proposed except membrane filtration, as shown in Table 1-2. 

 

 

Tab. 1-1 Representative surveys about membrane filtration of 

O/W emulsion in recent years 

 

Research subjects Research literatures 

cake properties 
Matsumoto et al., 1999; Iritani et al., 2003, 2008a; Headen  

et al., 2006; Montel et al., 2008; Cao et al., 2012, 2013 

modelling of 

membrane fouling 

Koltuniewicz et al., 1995; Mohammadi et al., 2003; Peng and 

Tremblay, 2008 

slotted pore membrane Ullah et al., 2011; Ullah et al., 2012 

membrane surface 

modification 
Mueller et al., 1997; Faibish and Cohen, 2001 

dynamic membrane Zhao et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2011; Pan et al., 2012 

ceramic membrane Matos et al., 2008; Nandi et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2012 

operating conditions 
Koltuniewicz and Field, 1996; Murase et al., 1996; Hesampour 

et al., 2008; Li et al., 2009; Falahati and Tremblay, 2011 

treatment of industrial 

waste emulsion 
Chakrabarty et al., 2010; Gutiérrez et al., 2011 
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Tab. 1-2 Representative separation methods except membrane 

filtration for O/W emulsion in recent years 

 

Separation methods Research literatures 

chemical destabilization Gray, et al., 1997; Ríos, et al., 1998 

dissolved air flotation Feng and Aldrich, 2000; Al-Shamrani, et al., 2002 

flotation 
Pal and Masliyah, 1990; Chen et al., 1993; Maruyama, 

et al., 2012 

depletion flocculation Chanamai and McClements, 2000; Shields, et al., 2001 

microwave heating Binner, et al., 2013 

centrifugation Iritani, et al., 2007a, 2007b; Cao, et al., 2014 

 

 

1.6 Separation of Binary suspensions 

There is scarce study on the effects of physico-chemical interactions on separation 

of binary suspensions, although the need to separate such suspensions often arises in 

industry. Many researches have been reported about filtration separation behaviors of 

binary suspensions in literatures, in which the samples for filtration separation include 

mainly clay-slurry (Shirato, et al., 1963), glass bead or calcite (Abe, et al., 1979), 

PMMA (Iritani, et al., 1996), protein (Iritani, et al., 1995a, 1995b), titanium 

dioxide/silicon dioxide (Iritani, et al., 2002a), PMMA/oil droplets (Iritani, et al., 2008a), 

fibre/titania (rutile) (Chellappah, et al., 2010), BSA/dextran (Hwang and Sz, 2011), 

polystyrene latexes (Iritani, et al., 2014b) and so on. 

On the other hand, a large number of reports have been revealed that the bidisperse 

suspensions with two different types of solid particles dispersed uniformly in fluid can be 
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generally separated through the gravity sedimentation method (Smith, 1965, 1997; 

Lockett and Al-Habbooby, 1973, 1974; Al-Naafa and Selim, 1992; Hoyos, et al., 1994; 

Cheung, et al., 1996; Krishnamoorthy, et al., 2007; Dorrell and Hogg, 2010). 

Particularly, based on the difference of density and size of two types of particles, it has 

been reported that the settling velocities of both solid phases were significantly enhanced 

(Whitmore, 1955; Weiland and McPherson, 1979; Fessas and Weiland, 1981, 1984). 

Furthermore, it has also been reported that the O/W emulsion containing big solid 

particle can be separated under the action of gravity (Yan and Masliyah, 1993; Beydoun 

et al., 1998). 
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Chapter 2 Filtration Properties in Membrane 

Filtration of O/W Emulsion 

2.1 Introduction 

For the separation of stable oil-in-water (O/W) emulsions, membrane filtration, e.g., 

microfiltration, which is a mechanical separation method, has become particularly 

significant because no chemical additives are needed. A major problem preventing the 

application of membrane filtration is membrane fouling, and the most predominant factor 

responsible for membrane fouling is considered to be the formation of filter cake 

comprised of oil droplets formed on the membrane surface during filtration. In filtration 

process of O/W emulsion, compared with the generic materials the most remarkable 

difference is that the oil droplets accumulated on membrane deform extremely due to 

the compressive pressure applied to the cake and the distorted oil droplets cause the 

porosity of filter cake decreasing greatly, which increases the filtration resistance and 

then reflects a low filtration rate.  

Therefore, it is essential to accurately obtain the relationship between cake 

properties and the applied filtration pressure in designing new and operating existing 

equipment employed in dead-end membrane filtration of O/W emulsions. Consequently, 

the development of more accurate experimental and analytical methods for evaluating 

cake properties is worthy of increased research efforts, which is the focus of the present 

study. On the other hand, in crossflow filtration which has been widely adopted in 

practical industries, the same cake as that of dead-end filtration forms on the membrane 

surface until the filtration rate approaches a certain value. Therefore, it is considered 

that an understanding of filter cake properties in dead-end filtration serves as a basis for 

clarifying the mechanism of crossflow filtration (Iritani et al., 1991a). 
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At present, the outstanding issue is that the relationship between the reciprocal 

filtration rate and the cumulative filtrate volume collected per unit effective membrane 

area (referred to as Ruth plots) occasionally exhibits anomalous non-linear behaviors 

(Hoshino et al., 1984; Lipp et al., 1988; Nandi et al., 2009) in downward dead-end 

filtration of O/W emulsion, although the fundamental filtration characteristics are 

generally obtained from downward dead-end filtration data collected under constant 

pressure conditions (Tarleton and Wakeman, 2007; Tanaka et al., 2011). 

In this chapter, a more correct method to determine the filtration characteristic 

values in membrane filtration of O/W emulsion was suggested (Cao et al., 2012). In the 

process of investigating the causes of non-linear Ruth plot in membrane filtration of 

O/W emulsion, quite different result compared to the conventional downward filtration, 

was found in upward dead-end constant pressure filtration test and on the basis of this 

result the evaluation of filtration properties in membrane filtration of O/W emulsion 

based on upward dead-end constant pressure filtration was discussed. 

2.2 Experimental 

2.2.1 Materials and Dispersion Preparation 

The oil used as the dispersed phase in O/W emulsion was kerosene (Wako Pure 

Chemical Industries, Ltd.), having a density ρs of 787 kg/m
3
. An anionic surfactant, 

sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS, Sigma-Aldrich Japan Corp.), having a critical micelle 

concentration (CMC) of 8 × 10
-3

 M (0.23 wt%), was employed to stabilize the O/W 

emulsion. All of the chemicals were used as received. Ultrapure, de-ionized (DI) water 

was obtained by purifying tap water through ultrapure water systems of both Elix-UV20 

and Milli-Q Advantage System for laboratory use (Millipore Corp.). 

Prior to emulsification, the surfactant was first dissolved in the ultrapure, DI water, 

and the aqueous solution of the surfactant was prepared with emulsifier concentration of 

2% (w/w dispersed phase). The O/W emulsion was prepared with the weight 
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concentration of the dispersed oil phase s of 0.2, through ultrasound generation using an 

ultrasonic homogenizer (UP-200S, Dr. Hielscher GmbH) after addition of the oil to the 

surfactant solution. The intermittent irradiation method was used during ultrasound 

generation, namely, in which two cycles were conducted for 30 s interval in which one 

cycle was 5 s for 0.5 s irradiation and 0.5 s pause when amplitude was 100%. The O/W 

emulsion was degassed under vacuum for 30 min before use. The size distribution of oil 

droplets was measured by using a laser diffraction particle size analyzer (SALD-2200, 

Shimadzu Corp.) before each filtration and was consistent basically, as shown in Figure 

2-1 and the mean specific surface area size ds was 1.88 μm in the O/W emulsion obtained. 

The O/W emulsion for all experiments was found to be stable and did not separate 

completely by gravity floatation over the course of several days. 

2.2.2 Experimental Apparatus and Technique 

A schematic layout of the experimental setup for conventional downward filtration 

is shown in Figure 2-2(a). An unstirred batch filtration cell was utilized. Dead-end 

microfiltration experiments were performed under conditions of constant pressure 

ranging from 49 to 490 kPa controlled by an electronic pressure regulator by applying 

compressed nitrogen gas after the emulsions were poured into the filter. Hydrophilic 

mixed cellulose ester microfiltration membranes with a nominal pore size of 0.1 μm, 

supplied by Advantec Toyo Corp., were used for all microfiltration experiments to 

ensure almost complete rejection of oil droplets. A fresh membrane was used for each 

experiment. The filtrate was collected in a reservoir placed on an electronic balance 

connected to a personal computer to collect and record the mass versus time data. The 

weights were converted to volumes using density correlations. The filtration rate was 

obtained by numerical differentiation of the volume versus time data. Filtrate samples 

were taken for absorbance determination. It was recognized that the mass of oil droplets 

was negligible in filtrate samples. The experiments were carried out at 25 
o
C in a 
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Fig. 2-1 Size distribution of oil droplets in O/W emulsion 
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Fig. 2-2 (a) Schematic diagram of downward filtration apparatus 
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Fig. 2-2 (b) Schematic diagram of upward filtration apparatus 
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constant temperature room and the practical temperatures also were measured every 1 ~ 

2 h through measuring the temperatures of water in a conical flask beside the filter when 

filtration was processing. 

A schematic layout of the experimental setup for novel upward filtration is shown 

in Figure 2-2(b). In contrast to the above, the filter was connected to a feed reservoir 

after O/W emulsion was poured into an unstirred batch filtration cell. In addition, the 

experiments that the filtration mode changes into upward from downward filtration 

were also conducted to examine that cake exfoliation did not occur in upward filtration. 

2.3 Flux Decline Behaviours of Downward and Upward Filtration 

In Figure 2-3, typical data during long-term operation of upward and downward 

microfiltration of an O/W emulsion are shown as the reciprocal filtration rate (d/dv) vs. 

the cumulative filtrate volume v collected per unit effective membrane area in the case 

where the filtration area is kept constant throughout filtration, where  is the filtration 

time. For upward filtration, the filtration rate declines gradually as filtration proceeds. 

The Ruth plots depicted as (d/dv) vs. v show a linear relationship in accordance with the 

Ruth filtration rate equation given by (Ruth, 1935, 1946) 

 m
v

2

d

d
vv

Kv



 (1-1) 

where vm is the fictitious filtrate volume per unit membrane area, equivalent to the flow 

resistance of the membrane, and Kv is the Ruth filtration coefficient, which is defined by  

 

av
v

12

s

msp
K

-
   (1-2) 

where p is the applied filtration pressure, s is the mass fraction of oil droplets in the O/W 

emulsion, μ is the viscosity of the filtrate, ρ is the density of the filtrate, and av is the 

average specific resistance of the emulsion cake. The ratio m of mass of wet cake to mass 

of oil droplets in cake in Eq. (1-2) is related to the average porosity εav of the filter cake by 
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Fig. 2-3 Comparison of flux decline behaviors between upward and 

downward filtration in case where filtration area is constant 
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where ρs is the density of oil droplets. Thus, the flux decline can be analyzed on the basis 

of the dead-end cake filtration model. 

In contrast, the Ruth plots for downward filtration show a non-linear relationship, 

i.e., an upward convex curve, and the filtration rate in downward filtration is much higher 

than that in upward filtration at an equivalent volume of the filtrate. It is anticipated that 

filter cake exfoliation occurred in downward filtration of the O/W emulsion due to the 

density difference between the oil droplet and continuous phase. A possible reason will be 

briefly explained subsequently. 

In constant pressure filtration, the effects of sedimentation of a particle having a 

density greater than that of continuous phase on the overall filtration performance have 

been studied in detail by several researchers (Sambuichi et al., 1982; Christensen and 

Dick, 1985; Tiller et al., 1995; Iritani et al., 1999). The filtration rate in upward filtration 

becomes much higher than that in downward filtration as the particles settle. On the other 

hand, Iritani et al. (1991c, 1992a, 1995b) found a noteworthy phenomenon of cake 

exfoliation in the upward filtration progress of a BSA solution, and thus it is recognized 

that a dynamically balanced rate of filtration was reached where the filtration rate 

approached a plateau due to cake exfoliation, as the data of the downward filtration 

shown in Fig. 2-3. 

Similarly, the filtration progress of the O/W emulsion was examined. In that case, it 

is emphasized that the density of the dispersed phase, oil droplet, is less than that of the 

continuous phase. Two possible patterns of flux decline behaviors in the filtration of an 

O/W emulsion are illustrated in Figure 2-4. Figure 2-4(a) represents a significant 

flotation impact. In upward filtration, the decrease in the filtration rate becomes notable 

with the increase in the filtrate volume v, and the Ruth plots exhibit a downward convex 

curve because the filtration resistance markedly increases due to accelerating the increase 
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Fig. 2-4 Two patterns of flux decline behaviors in filtration of O/W emulsion 
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in the thickness of the cake layer as a result of oil droplets flotation. However, in 

downward filtration, the decrease in the filtration rate in reverse becomes gradually slow 

with increasing filtrate volume v since the amount of oil droplets in the emulsion cake is 

suppressed under the influence of oil droplets flotation, and thus the Ruth plots show an 

upward convex curve. 

Figure 2-4(b) represents hypothetically a case where cake exfoliation takes place for 

the O/W emulsion with due consideration of the density of a dispersed phase smaller than 

that of the continuous phase. In upward filtration, the Ruth plots show a linear 

relationship in accordance with Eq. (1-1), but an upward convex curve is displayed in 

downward filtration. This is probably because cake formation is limited by the buoyant 

force acting on oil droplets in the cake surface layer, and thus the surface layer of the cake 

overlying the membrane exfoliates continuously (Hoshino et al., 1984). It should be 

stressed, once again, that the O/W emulsion used in the experiments did not separate 

completely by gravity flotation over the course of several days. On the basis of the 

considerations mentioned above, it is to be inferred that cake exfoliation rather than 

flotation of oil droplets markedly affects the filtration behaviors for O/W emulsion 

employed in this research since the experimental results (see Figure 2-3) are quite similar 

to Figure 2-4(b).  It is necessary to know the size of the exfoliated cake in order to 

elucidate the mechanism of such phenomena. 

Furthermore, for various applied filtration pressures the variations of reciprocal 

filtration rate with filtrate volume per unit membrane area in downward and upward 

dead-end filtration are also shown in Figures 2-5 and 2-6 and it is obvious that the 

same results are obtained as above. 

In addition, the experimental result of the filtration, in which the filter was placed 

upward from downward at the filtrate volume per unit effective membrane area, v = 2.1 

cm, was plotted in Figure 2-7. It was confirmed that the cake exfoliation did not occurred 
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Fig. 2-5 Variation of reciprocal filtration rate with filtrate volume 

per unit membrane area in downward dead-end filtration 
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Fig. 2-6 Variation of reciprocal filtration rate with filtrate volume 

per unit membrane area in upward dead-end filtration 
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Fig. 2-7 Effect of change in filtration mode performed 

during part of filtration on flux decline behaviors 
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indeed in upward filtration since the slope (13.6 X 10
5
 s/cm

2
) of plots after v = 2.1 cm is 

nearly equal to the slope (13.6 X 10
5
 s/cm

2
) of the filtration behavior in filtration which is 

upward from beginning to end, as shown in Figure 2-7. Furthermore, from the result that 

the plots after v = 2.1 cm is almost parallel to the plots of the filtration behavior in 

filtration which is upward from beginning to end, it is demonstrated that once the cake 

exfoliates in downward filtration, it is not reversible to go back to the original cake 

through changing the filter from downward to upward, different from the inclined 

dead-end ultrafiltration of nano-colloids (Zeng et al., 1998; Iritani et al., 2002b, 2012b) 

and therefore the cake exfoliation occurred in downward filtration was further confirmed. 

2.4 Determination of Infinite Average Specific Cake Resistance 

The values of filtration properties can be calculated by using Eqs. (1-1) and (1-2) 

when the Ruth plots depicted as (d/dv) vs. v show a linear relationship. However, it is 

impossible to treat the value Kv in Eq. (1-1) as constant because the Ruth plots represent 

a curve as shown in Figures (2-3) and (2-5) for downward microfiltration of the O/W 

emulsion. Generally, such filtration properties in which the value Kv is transformable 

(Iritani et al., 2008a; Hwang et al., 2009; Christensen et al., 2011), can be evaluated by 

the following formula:  

  m

iav,

m

av

d

d

d

d

1d

d
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s

v
v

msp

s
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 (2-1) 

where (d/dv)m is the value of (d/dv), corresponding to the flow resistance of the 

membrane. The value αav, i ( = αav/(1 -ms)) can be calculated by substituting the 

experimental values v and its corresponding values (d/dv) into Eq. (2-1). It is 

noteworthy that the value αav, i containing the ratio m of mass of wet to mass of dry cake 

is used to estimate cake property because the correct average porosity of filter cake 

cannot be easily determined. αav, i is average cake resistance when s tends to zero in this 

item (1 -ms) and called after infinite average specific cake resistance in this study, 
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equivalent to the average cake resistance which can be obtained based on the following 

material balance equation without considering the water in cake (Iritani et al., 2011; 

Tanaka et al., 2011).  

svw   (2-2) 

The values αav, i calculated as above are shown as a function of the cumulative 

filtrate volume v collected per unit effective membrane area in Figure 2-8. From the 

figure, it is understood that αav, i decreases gradually with the progress of filtration. It 

should be noted that specific cake resistance cannot be calculated actually by using Eqs. 

(2-1) and (2-2) because the surface filter cake exfoliates continuously, although specific 

cake resistance has been evaluated using this method so far. 

On the other hand, similarly, for upward filtration the variation of the infinite 

average specific cake resistance αav, i with the cumulative filtrate volume v collected per 

unit effective membrane area is represented in Figure 2-9. From the figure, it is evident 

that αav, i remains nearly constant. The values of solid line in the figure are calculated 

using Eqs. (1-1) and (1-2) based on the slope of Ruth plots. Therefore, it is clear that 

specific cake resistance can be evaluated correctly on the basis of the slope of Ruth 

plots because cake exfoliation do not occur in upward filtration of O/W emulsion. 

In Figure 2-10, the infinite average specific cake resistance αav, i is logarithmically 

plotted against the applied filtration pressure p. For downward filtration, the plots show 

the experimental results when filtrate volume v collected per unit effective membrane 

area is 0.3, 1.0, 1.7 cm, respectively. From the figure, it is known that the values of αav, i 

obtained in upward and downward filtration are very different and an understatement of 

αav, i comes up due to the effect of cake exfoliation in downward filtration. As shown in 

the figure, the relationship between the infinite average specific cake resistance αav, i and 

the applied filtration pressure p can be represented by the following power law 

relationship (Sperry, 1921): 
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Fig. 2-8 Variation of infinite average specific cake resistance with filtrate 

volume per unit membrane area in downward dead-end filtration 
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Fig. 2-9 Variation of infinite average specific cake resistance with filtrate 

volume per unit membrane area in upward dead-end filtration 
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Fig. 2-10 Effect of applied filtration pressure on infinite average specific 

cake resistance in downward and upward dead-end filtration 
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i,1
i1,iav,

n
p   (2-3) 

where α1, i and n1, i are empirical constants and n1, i is specifically called for apparent 

compressibility coefficient, which is a measurement of cake compressibility. From the 

figure, the value of n1, i = 0.83 is obtained in upward filtration and it is obvious that a 

high compressibility cake forms. For downward filtration, the value of n1, i = 0.92 is 

obtained regardless of filtrate volume and the difference between upward and 

downward filtration is not apparent compared to the difference of the values of specific 

cake resistance. 

2.5 Conclusions 

Dead-end constant pressure microfiltration experiments under both modes of 

upward and downward were conducted in order to obtain the filtration characteristic 

values in membrane filtration of O/W emulsion. Ruth plots show a non-linear 

relationship in conventional downward filtration because cake exfoliation occurred. 

However, Ruth plots show a linear relationship in upward filtration because cake 

exfoliation did not occur. It is found that the values of the infinite average specific cake 

resistance obtained in both filtration modes were very different and the values of 

downward filtration were less than the true values. The formed cake properties can be 

evaluated more correctly in upward filtration because the effect of cake exfoliation was 

not contained in the values of specific cake resistance. Therefore, this study suggests 

that the upward dead-end filtration test is quite effective for evaluation of filtration 

properties in membrane filtration of O/W emulsion. 
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Chapter 3 Properties of Filter Cake Formed 

during Dead-End Microfiltration of O/W 

Emulsion 

3.1 Introduction 

In the preceding chapter, the determination method of filtration properties based on 

upward dead-end filtration, in which the filtrate flow is in the opposite direction of 

gravity and non-linear behaviors occurred in downward dead-end filtration is avoidable, 

was developed in membrane filtration of O/W emulsions. Although the infinite average 

specific cake resistance av,i was employed to evaluate cake properties, the true average 

specific cake resistance av and average cake porosity εav, which play the most important 

roles in cake filtration, were not accurately determined. In general, the value of the 

specific cake resistance av is calculated using both the flux decline data and the cake 

porosity εav, as mentioned later. Therefore, the development of a method for measuring 

the cake porosity εav is most crucial. 

The cake porosity εav has been determined mostly by weighing the filter cake before 

and after drying at the end of filtration (Montel et al., 2008; Hwang et al., 2009, 2010). 

However, the filter cake is likely to experience expansion and porosity increase, 

especially for deformable, soft oil droplets, as soon as the system was depressurized to the 

atmospheric pressure at the end of filtration (Shirato et al., 1963; Montel et al., 2008). In 

another study, although Iritani et al. (2003) showed that the cake porosity εav was 

evaluated from the value of the cumulative filtrate volume at the end of filtration based on 

an overall mass balance of dead-end filtration through filtering the whole dispersion 

colloid, the method may not be applicable to upward filtration. 

A technique for accurately determining the filtration characteristics on the principle 
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of a sudden reduction in the cake surface area during the course of filtration has been 

widely used in filtration of various samples, from particulate suspensions to protein 

solutions (Murase et al., 1987, 1988; Iritani et al., 1991a, 2008b; Shirato et al., 1991). 

Both the average specific cake resistance av and the average porosity εav of the filter cake 

formed during filtration can be calculated only from the flux decline data with the aid of 

the distance h from the membrane surface to the suddenly-reduced surface. 

In this chapter, we extend the work of the previous chapter and present an approach 

developed from a combination of dead-end upward filtration and a sudden reduction 

effect in the filter cake surface area in order to propose a method for determining the cake 

properties in filtration of O/W emulsions (Cao et al., 2013). Both upward and downward 

filtration experiments are conducted under constant pressure conditions in order to assess 

the average porosity εav and the average specific resistance av of the filter cake 

comprised of oil droplets. The differences between upward and downward filtration data 

are discussed in detail. The correct values of the average volume fraction of oil droplets (1 

- εav) and the average specific cake resistance αav are related to the applied filtration 

pressure p. 

3.2 Experimental 

3.2.1 Materials and Dispersion Preparation 

The experimental materials and dispersion preparation were identical with the 

previous chapter. 

3.2.2 Experimental Apparatus and Technique 

A schematic diagram of upward and downward filtration using a specially designed 

filter is shown in Figure 3-1. The filter in Figure 3-1(a) was placed upside down so that 

the filtrate flow was opposite to the direction of gravity. In order to rigorously evaluate 

such properties of the filter cake as the average porosity εav and the average specific cake 
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Fig. 3-1 Schematic diagram of upward and downward 

filtration using specially designed filter 
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resistance av, the filtration area was suddenly reduced at the distance h of 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 

mm from the membrane surface. Upward dead-end filtration experiments were 

performed under a constant pressure condition controlled by a reducing valve by applying 

compressed nitrogen gas. The filtrate was collected in a reservoir placed on an electronic 

balance connected to a personal computer to collect and record mass versus time data. 

The weights were converted to volumes using density correlations. The filtration rate was 

obtained by numerical differentiation of the volume versus time data. As soon as the filter 

cake grew up to reach a position where the cake surface area was reduced, the filtration 

rate decreased substantially. A series of constant pressure filtration experiments were 

performed under different filtration pressure conditions ranging from 49 to 490 kPa. 

Downward filtration experiments were performed using the same filter as comparative 

tests, as shown in Figure 3-1(b). Correspondingly, upward and downward filtration 

experiments were also conducted using a conventional dead-end filter in which the 

filtration area was kept constant. 

Hydrophilic mixed cellulose ester filtration membranes (Advantec Toyo Corp.) with 

a nominal pore diameter of 0.1 μm were employed for all filtration experiments to ensure 

almost complete rejection of oil droplets. A fresh membrane was used for each 

experiment. 

3.3 Determination of Average Cake Porosity 

In order to accurately evaluate such properties of the filter cake as the average 

porosity εav and the average specific cake resistance αav, the filtration area was suddenly 

reduced at the distance h from the membrane surface in upward filtration. Three kinds of 

filters having different h-values were used to investigate whether the cake properties 

change as filtration proceeds, and upward filtration experiments were carried out at a 

constant pressure ranging from 49 to 490 kPa. In Figure 3-2, typical data of upward 

filtration experiments with varying h carried out under a constant pressure of 98 kPa are  
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Fig. 3-2 Modified Ruth plots in upward filtration conducted using 

filters with and without sudden reduction in filtration area 
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shown as the modified Ruth plots in the form of (dθ/dv)p/h versus v/h based on 
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The above equation is advantageously obtained by multiplying by p/h both sides of 

Eq. (1-1), to make it easier to compare the filtration behaviors in the case where the 

distance h from the membrane surface to the reduced surface is changed. Although the 

filtration pressure was unchanged in these experiments, such a vertical axis was 

employed in order to clearly perceive the effect of pressure on the filtration behaviors, as 

discussed later in this article. 

For comparison, the experimental results of the conventional dead-end filtration in 

which the filtration area is kept constant throughout filtration are also included in the 

graph. The initial data of filtration experiments in which a sudden reduction in the 

filtration area is applied appear to collapse to a single straight line regardless of the values 

of h in accordance with Eq. (3-1) and coincide with data of the conventional filtration 

experiments having a constant filtration area, as indicated in the figure. However, after 

the values of v/h are beyond those of vt/h, (dθ/dv)p/h increases more sharply. This is 

because the cake surface reaches the position of h where the filtration area is suddenly 

reduced. Therefore, the average porosity εav of the filter cake can be calculated from the 

value of vt/h using an overall mass balance of dead-end filtration, to give (Murase et al., 

1987, 1988; Iritani et al., 1991a, 2008b) 

s t
av

s

(1 ) /

(1 )

- -


- 

s sv h

s s

 


 
 (3-2) 

Thus, the average specific cake resistance αav can be evaluated accurately from Eqs. (1-2), 

(1-3), (3-1) and (3-2) by using the slope of the modified Ruth plots and the value of εav. In 

addition, it seems that the value of the transition point vt/h is uniform in spite of the 

distance h. Therefore, it is plausible that the average porosity εav of the filter cake remains 

unaltered regardless of the distance h, as is obvious from Eq. (3-2). 
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Figure 3-3 illustrates the dependence of the average volume fraction (1 - εav) of oil 

droplets and the average specific resistance αav of the filter cake on the distance h for the 

pressure of 98 kPa. Clearly, (1 - εav) and αav obtained at different h-values are, 

respectively, identical, indicating that these cake properties are independent of the cake 

thickness. 

In order to ascertain the relationship between cake properties and the applied 

filtration pressure, upward filtration experiments accompanied with a sudden reduction in 

the cake surface area at the distance h of 1.0 mm were conducted under constant pressure 

conditions at a variety of pressures ranging from 49 to 490 kPa. Since the compressibility 

of the filter cake made of deformable oil droplets is quite high, the data represented as the 

form of the Ruth plots of (d/dv) against v for a variety of pressures overlapped (not 

shown as the figure). Thus, the experimental data for various pressures are shown in 

Figure 3-4 in the form of the modified Ruth plots of (dθ/dv)p/h versus v/h based on Eq. 

(3-1) in order to clearly emphasize the effect of compressibility on the flux decline 

behaviors. According to these plots, as the pressure is increased, the slope of the linear 

relationship increases due to the cake compressibility. The plots are virtually linear in 

accordance with Eq. (3-1) regardless of the value of the applied pressure p before the cake 

surface reaches the position where the filtration area is suddenly reduced. As shown in the 

figure, the value of vt/h increases with the increase in the applied pressure p. This means 

that the average porosity εav of the filter cake composed of deformable oil droplets 

decreases with increasing pressure, thereby increasing the average specific cake 

resistance αav. 

For comparison, downward filtration experiments for various constant applied 

pressures ranging from 49 to 490 kPa were also performed using the filter which has a 

sudden reduction in its filtration area. The values of εav and αav were calculated using Eqs. 

(1-2), (1-3), (3-1) and (3-2) based on the plots shown in Figure 3-5 on the assumption 
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Fig. 3-3 Dependence of average solidosity (1-eav) and average 

specific cake resistance aav on distance h from membrane 

surface to reduced surface in upward filtration 
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Fig. 3-4 Effect of applied filtration pressure p on modified Ruth 

plots in upward filtration using filter in which filtration 

area suddenly reduced at distance h of 1.0 mm 
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Fig. 3-5 Effect of applied filtration pressure p on modified Ruth 

plots in downward filtration using filter in which filtration 

area suddenly reduced at distance h of 1.0 mm 
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that all of the oil droplets transported toward the membrane accumulated in the filter cake, 

as in the case of upward filtration. It should be noted that the values of av were evaluated 

from the straight-line approximation of the modified Ruth plots for experimental data of 

the flux decline.  

3.4 Properties of Filter Cake 

The average volume fraction (1 - εav) of oil droplets in upward and downward 

filtration are logarithmically plotted in Figure 3-6 as functions of the applied filtration 

pressure p. As the pressure increases, a filter cake with higher oil phase content forms, 

leading to the increase in the average volume fraction (1 - εav) of oil droplets in the cake. 

The plots of upward and downward filtration data exhibit, respectively, a substantially 

linear relationship over a wide range of data from 49 to 490 kPa in accord with the 

empirical power function approximation of the average volume fraction (1 - εav) of oil 

droplets in the following form (Tiller and Cooper, 1962): 

 
 Bp- av1   (1-5)  

where B and  are the empirical constants. However, the value of (1 - εav) obtained in 

downward filtration is substantially higher than that in upward filtration under identical 

pressure conditions. This is because the reduced mass of the filter cake resulting from the 

cake exfoliation in downward filtration is not considered in Eq. (3-2) and then the cake 

porosity in downward filtration is overestimated. The error bars in the figure indicate the 

95% confidence interval. It is found that the data show highly reproducible results. 

In Figure 3-7, the average specific resistance αav of the filter cake is logarithmically 

plotted against the applied filtration pressure p in upward and downward filtration. In the 

previous chapter, the infinite average specific cake resistance αav,i (= av/(1 - ms)) was 

employed to evaluate the filterability because a method for measuring the average cake 

porosity εav (i.e., the ratio m of mass of wet cake to mass of oil droplets in cake) was not 
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Fig. 3-6 Dependence of average solidosity (1-av) of filter cake on 

applied filtration pressure p in upward and downward filtration 
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Fig. 3-7 Dependence of average specific cake resistance aav and 

infinite average specific cake resistance aav,i on applied 

filtration pressure p in upward and downward filtration 
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available. The relationship between αav,i and p is also included in the figure. The specific 

resistance αav obtained in consideration of the value of the cake porosity εav is 

substantially lower than that of the infinite specific resistance αav,i at an equivalent applied 

pressure in each case of upward and downward filtration. In filtration of a dilute 

suspension where the mass fraction s of solids in suspension is sufficiently small, the 

factor (1 - ms) that appears in Eq. (1-2) is generally approximated by unity (Iritani et al., 

2011, 2012a), and then the value of αav,i differs only negligibly from that of αav. However, 

the value of εav is needed in the accurate estimation of the specific resistance because the 

mass fraction s of oil droplets in the O/W emulsion employed in this study is sufficiently 

large. The relationship between the specific resistance and the pressure appear to be linear 

over the entire range of data in upward and downward filtration in accordance with the 

power law relationship given by (Sperry, 1921) 

np1av  
  (1-4) 

i,1

i1,iav,
n

p    (2-3) 

where 1, n, 1,i, and n1,i are empirical constants, and n and n1,i are specifically called the 

compressibility coefficient and the apparent compressibility coefficient, respectively, 

which were used for evaluating the compressibility of filter cake in filtration fields. 

As shown in Figure 3-7, all of the compressibility coefficients n and n1,i are roughly 

close to unity and some researchers (Matsumoto et al., 1999; Iritani et al., 2003; Headen 

et al, 2006; Montel et al., 2008) have also reported similar results in the filtration of O/W 

emulsions. This suggests that the filter cake formed during filtration of an O/W emulsion 

is classified as highly compressible because oil droplets in the cake are easily deformed 

under compressive forces. It is, therefore, important to note that the increase in the 

applied pressure is not necessarily relevant to the improvement in the filtration 

performance. 

It is obvious from the figure that the values of αav in downward filtration are much 
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lower than those in upward filtration at an equivalent applied pressure. As previously 

mentioned, the reason for which such results are obtained is that the influence of cake 

exfoliation occurred in downward filtration of the O/W emulsion is not taken into account. 

This leads to an understatement of the oil droplets deposited in the filter cake and causes 

serious errors in calculated values of the average specific cake resistance αav. Therefore, 

constant pressure upward filtration tests accompanied with a sudden reduction in the cake 

surface area was shown to be suitable as the method for accurately evaluating the cake 

properties in membrane filtration of an O/W emulsion. 

In addition, Figure 3-8 shows an interesting result that the filtration rate (d/dv = 

1.31 X 10
4
 s/cm

2
) in downward filtration is more larger than that (d/dv = 2.04 X 10

4 

s/cm
2
) in upward filtration at the same filtration pressure p = 98 kPa and thickness h = 1.0 

mm of filter cake. This maybe indicates that the filter cake formed in downward filtration 

is more looser than that in upward filtration because cake exfoliation occurred 

continuously in downward filtration. About this, further research will be needed. 

3.5 Conclusions 

Upward filtration tests accompanied with a sudden reduction in the cake surface 

area were conducted under constant pressure conditions, in order to accurately evaluate 

cake properties as reflected by the average porosity εav and the average specific cake 

resistance αav. For comparison, downward filtration tests were also conducted. The 

calculated values of the average specific cake resistance αav became lower in downward 

filtration although the calculated values of the average volume fraction (1 - εav) of oil 

droplets obtained based on a dead-end filtration mechanism were higher in downward 

filtration. This is because the influence of the cake exfoliation cannot be ruled out in 

downward filtration. It is found that the determination of cake properties based on 

downward filtration may lead to erroneous results. Therefore, this study suggests that the 

upward dead-end filtration test accompanied with a sudden reduction in the cake surface 
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Fig. 3-8 Comparison of Ruth plots between upward and downward filtration 

(a) Filtration area is constant.  

(b) Filtration area is suddenly reduced at distance h = 1.0 mm from 

membrane surface to reduced surface. 
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area is particularly suitable for evaluating cake properties in membrane filtration of O/W 

emulsions. 
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Chapter 4 Flotation and Sedimentation Properties 

in Centrifugal Separation of Emulsion-Slurry 

4.1 Introduction 

O/W emulsion can be separated using a variety of mechanical separation methods 

such as membrane filtration (Iritani et al., 2003; Cao et. al, 2012, 2013) and centrifugal 

flotation (Iritani et al., 2007a, 2007b). So far, the characteristics of filtration and 

centrifugation for O/W emulsion have been extensively studied. However, very little 

work has been done on the separation and/or stability of O/W emulsion containing solid 

particles, which can be seen as bidisperse suspensions, whilst O/W emulsion containing 

solid particles is encountered in wastewater treatment of industries producing cosmetics, 

pharmaceuticals, agrochemical and paints. 

The bidisperse suspensions in which two different types of solid particles are 

dispersed uniformly in fluid can be generally separated through the gravity sedimentation 

method, based on the difference of density and size of two types of particles, and it was 

reported that the settling velocities of both solid phases were significantly enhanced 

(Whitmore, 1955; Weiland and McPherson, 1979; Fessas and Weiland, 1981, 1984). The 

O/W emulsion containing the large solid particles such as particles ranging from 29 to 

157 m (Yan and Masliyah, 1993) and millimeter-size particles (1.50 – 2.38 mm) 

(Beydoun et al., 1998) can be also separated under the action of gravity. 

However, the outstanding issue is that the separation of O/W emulsion containing 

the fine particles which can be regarded as colloidal particles is infeasible under the 

action of gravity due to its high stability. Particularly, it is well known that solid particles 

can serve as emulsifying agents by adsorbing to the oil-water interface (Yan and Masliyah, 

1997; Binks and Lumsdon, 1999; Binks, 2002; Aveyard et al., 2003) and there exists the 
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interaction between oil droplets and solid particles (Tadros et al., 1998). Membrane 

filtration (Iritani et al., 2008) and centrifugal separation methods are expected to serve as 

potential separation methods for such dispersed system as with the case of O/W emulsion. 

Recently, an introduced analytical photocentrifuge allowing the study of the movement of 

the phase boundary in centrifugation has been used as a powerful tool to analyze the 

mechanism of centrifugal separation because it can monitor the position of phase 

boundary readily and accurately without stopping the rotation (Lerche, 2002; Sobisch, et 

al., 2006; Lerche and Sobisch, 2007, 2011; Loginov et al., 2012, 2013).  

In this chapter, centrifugal separation experiments of emulsion-slurry which is a 

mixture of O/W emulsion and particulate slurry are conducted using the analytical 

photocentrifuge (Cao et al., 2014). The interactions between oil droplets and solid 

particles in emulsion-slurry are experimentally investigated from the viewpoint of the 

acceleration effects of the flotation velocity of oil droplets and the settling velocity of 

solid particles. The flotation coefficient of oil droplets floating and the sedimentation 

coefficient of solid particles settling through emulsion-slurry are employed to examine 

the effect of each dispersed phase volume fraction. An attempt is made to develop the 

expressions for the flotation and sedimentation coefficients in order to describe the 

centrifugal separation behaviors of emulsion-slurry. 

4.2 Experimental 

4.2.1 Materials and Dispersion Preparation 

The oil employed as the dispersed phase in O/W emulsion was kerosene (Wako Pure 

Chemical Industries, Ltd.), having a density o of 787 kg/m
3
. An anionic surfactant, 

sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS, Sigma-Aldrich Japan Corp.), having a critical micelle 

concentration (CMC) of 8 × 10
-3

 M (0.23 wt%), was employed to stabilize the O/W 

emulsion. The solid particles used as the dispersed phase in particulate slurry were silicon 

dioxide (SiO2) (Yukijirushi SP-3, Marugamakamado Toryo Corp.) with irregular shapes, 
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having a density p of 2580 kg/m
3
. All of the chemicals were used as received. Ultrapure, 

de-ionized (DI) water (l = 997 kg/m
3
) was prepared by purifying tap water through 

ultrapure water systems of both Elix-UV20 and Milli-Q Advantage System for laboratory 

use (Millipore Corp.). 

The surfactant solution was prepared by dissolving SDS in the ultrapure, DI water. 

The O/W emulsion was prepared with the volume concentration of the dispersed oil phase 

of 0.652 and the SDS mass concentration of 0.3 % (w/w total quantity), by shear mixing 

under the mixing speed of 20,000 rpm for a period of 90 s using a homogenizer 

(SilentCrusher M, Heidolph Instruments GmbH) after addition of the oil to the surfactant 

solution. The SiO2 suspension was prepared with the volume concentration of the 

dispersed phase of 0.321 and the SDS mass concentration of 0.3 % (w/w total quantity), 

through ultrasound dispersion. The emulsion-slurry with the predetermined 

concentrations of oil droplets and SiO2 particles was prepared by mixing O/W emulsion, 

particulate slurry, and the surfactant solution of the SDS mass concentration of 0.3 % 

(w/w total quantity), with the stirring rate of 250 rpm for 10 min. 

The size distributions of oil droplets and SiO2 particles were measured by a laser 

diffraction particle size analyzer (SALD-2200, Shimadzu Corp.) and shown in Figure 

4-1. The mean specific surface area sizes, do and dp, of the oil droplets in O/W emulsion 

and the SiO2 particles in particulate slurry were 2.21 and 1.07 m, respectively. Through 

the measurements after the centrifugal separation experiments, it was confirmed that the 

size distributions of oil droplets contained in the creaming layer and particles consisted in 

the sediment remained unchanged. 

4.2.2 Experimental Apparatus and Procedure 

Centrifugation experiments were carried out at different constant rotor speeds 

ranging from 1500 to 2500 rpm (the angular velocities of the rotor ranging from 157.1 

to 261.8 rad/s) corresponding to centrifugal accelerations of 274 - 760 × g with reference 
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Fig. 4-1 Size distributions of oil droplets in O/W emulsion 

and SiO2 particles in SiO2 suspension 
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to the base of the cell, using the microprocessor controlled analytical photocentrifuge 

(LUMiFuge 116, L.U.M. GmbH) (Lerche, 2002; Sobisch, et al., 2006; Lerche and 

Sobisch, 2007, 2011), where g is the gravitational acceleration. The precision 

spectroscopic rectangular glass cells with an optical path length of 1 mm were used, and 

the cells charged with the sample were positioned in the radial direction on the rotor. The 

instrument non-invasively traced the local and temporal variations of the intensity of 

transmitted NIR light at 880 nm over the total length of the sample cell containing the 

dispersion, even while centrifugation was in progress. Particle migration due to the 

centrifugal force causes a variation of the local particle concentration and 

correspondingly local and temporal variations of transmission. The transmission profile 

of the sample during the course of centrifugation was continuously recorded by the 

CCD-line sensor, displayed as the temporal sequence on the computer screen, and stored 

on a PC. The data was available to determine the time course of the position of the 

interface of the dispersion and the clear liquid, as described later. 

4.3 Centrifugal Separation Characteristics of Emulsion-Slurry 

Various values of NIR light transmission were used to determine the interface 

between dispersion and transparent in the available literatures; e.g. 50% (Iritani et al., 

2007a, 2007b), 30% (Sobisch et al., 2006), 20% (Loginov et al., 2013), 15% (Loginov et 

al., 2012). Figure 4-2 shows the relationship between NIR light transmission T and each 

volume fraction o, p of oil droplets in O/W emulsion and SiO2 particles in SiO2 

suspension. In general, the concentration of a thick dispersion should change sharply at 

the interface of the hindered flotation or sedimentation. Therefore, the transmission T of 

20 % was employed to determine the interface of centrifugal separation in this study, as 

shown subsequently. 

Figure 4-3 illustrates the typical result of the change with time in NIR light 

transmission T expressed in percentage over the entire sample height for centrifugal 
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Fig. 4-2 Relation between NIR light transmission and volume fractions of 

oil droplet in O/W emulsion and SiO2 particles in SiO2 Suspension 
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Fig. 4-3 Typical result of change with time in NIR light transmission 
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flotation and sedimentation of emulsion-slurry, where the volume fractions of oil droplets 

and SiO2 particles, o and p, based on the total volume of emulsion-slurry are 0.2 and 

0.15, respectively. In this figure, r is the radial distance of an arbitrary position from the 

center of rotation. The transmission profiles are taken every 20 s. The evolution of the 

time dependent transmission profiles progresses from the middle to both ends of sample 

contained in the test cell. The overlay of profiles at the left and right sides documents that 

the flotation and sedimentation process came to terminate. 

Figure 4-4 shows the variations with centrifugal time t of the interfaces determined, 

as mentioned above, for centrifugal flotation and sedimentation of emulsion-slurry, where 

ri is the radial distance from the center of rotation to the interface of dispersion and clear 

liquid, and r1 and r2 are the radial distances from the center of rotation to the bottom and 

top of sample filled in cell, respectively. In the figure, rc is defined as the radial distance 

from the center of rotation to the critical interface where flotation and sedimentation 

interfaces arise for the first time simultaneously, and tc is the critical time when rc appears. 

The vertical coordinate is represented as the logarithmic form, as used in the previous 

paper (Iritani et al., 2007b). On the basis of the result shown in Figure 4-4, the schematic 

diagram of centrifugal flotation and sedimentation of emulsion-slurry is shown in Figure 

4-5. As shown in the figure, there are three layers such as creaming, emulsion-slurry 

layer and sediment before the critical time, and after that the clear liquid layer appears 

and the emulsion-slurry layer disappears gradually. Finally, the consolidated equilibrium 

is reached and three layers such as creaming, clear liquid layer and sediment are 

represented. As shown in Figures 4-4 and 4-5, it is clarified that the flotation of oil 

droplets and the sedimentation of SiO2 particles synchronized in the centrifugal 

separation of emulsion-slurry, and the interfaces can be observed after the critical time tc 

and approach to balance as the centrifugal time t goes on. The results for single dispersion 

having a volume fraction equal to that of each dispersed phase in emulsion-slurry are also  
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Fig. 4-4 Flotation curve of oil droplets and sedimentation curve of 

SiO2 particles in centrifugal separation of emulsion-slurry, 

O/W emulsion, and SiO2 suspension 
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Fig. 4-5 Schematic diagram of centrifugal flotation and 

sedimentation of emulsion-slurry 
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included in the Figure 4-4. Comparing the results for emulsion-slurry with those for 

single dispersion, it seems obvious that the flotation rate of oil droplets and the settling 

rate of SiO2 particles for binary dispersion are faster than the rates for single dispersion. 

This may be attributed to the larger density difference between oil droplets (or SiO2 

particles) and dispersion. 

It can be also seen from Figure 4-4 that the equilibrium interfaces for 

emulsion-slurry are consistent with those of single dispersion. To investigate the result in 

more detail, the ratios, Rc and Rs, of the creaming and sediment heights for 

emulsion-slurry and single dispersions to the initial height of the dispersions are plotted 

in Figure 4-6 against the volume fraction of oil droplets and the volume fraction of SiO2 

particles, o and p. It is revealed that the creaming and sediment heights of binary 

dispersion are identical to those of single dispersion in spite of the values of o and p. 

Whilst it is well known that solid colloidal particles sometimes adsorb to the oil-water 

interface for O/W emulsion (Yan and Masliyah, 1997; Binks and Lumsdon, 1999; Binks, 

2002; Aveyard et al., 2003), it can be concluded from the figure that little SiO2 particles 

are contained in the equilibrium creaming layer after centrifugation. This is probably 

because oil droplets were stabilized by surfactants in advance. 

4.4 Centrifugal Flotation Behaviours of Oil Droplets in 

Emulsion-Slurry 

In order to normalize the dependence of the flotation and the settling rates on the 

centrifugal acceleration ri
2
 (Iritani et al., 1993 and 2007b), the flotation coefficient So of 

oil droplets floating and the sedimentation coefficient Sp of SiO2 particles settling through 

emulsion-slurry are defined by 

c

i

2

 Δln1

t

r

Ω
S   (4-1)

 

where S = So and ∆ln ri = ln (r1/rc) for centrifugal flotation, and S = Sp and ∆ln ri = ln (rc/r2)  
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Fig. 4-6 Dependence of creaming and sediment heights of emulsion-slurry 

and single dispersion on volume fractions of oil droplets and SiO2 

particles after centrifugal equilibrium 
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for centrifugal sedimentation. The flotation or sedimentation coefficient S is a 

characteristic constant having the unit of time for the emulsion-slurry of a certain 

concentration and means the flotation or sedimentation rate for a unit centrifugal 

acceleration (Moore, 1972). 

In Figure 4-7, the profiles of the flotation coefficient So of oil droplets floating 

through emulsion-slurry are illustrated against the volume fraction p of SiO2 particles 

with the volume fraction o of oil droplets as the parameter. It should be noted that the 

flotation coefficient So increases with increasing volume fraction p when o remains 

constant. This may be explained by the increase in the density difference between the oil 

droplets and SiO2 suspension on the oil free basis, resulting from the increase in the 

volume fraction p of SiO2 particles (Robinson, 1926; Steinour, 1944; Felice, 2000). 

Besides, the results at different values of the angular velocity  were included in the 

figure under the condition of o of 0.20, and it is confirmed that the flotation coefficients 

is independent of .

In order to analyze the acceleration effect of flotation coefficient So caused by the 

increase in SiO2 concentration, the decrease in So with increasing o was examined based 

on experiments when p is kept constant, where p is the volume fraction of SiO2 

particles on the oil free basis defined as 

p

p

o1


-





 (4-2) 

In Figure 4-8, the flotation coefficient So of oil droplets are logarithmically plotted 

against the void (1 - o) relative to oil droplets for different values of p. It is found from 

the figure that So is related to (1 – o) by (Richardson and Zaki, 1954; Maude and 

Whitmore, 1958; Yan and Masliyah, 1997) 

1

o o1 o(1 ) - nS S   (4-3) 

where So1 and n1 are experimental constants. An outstanding result is found from the 
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Fig. 4-7 Effect of volume fraction of SiO2 particles on flotation 

coefficient of oil droplets in emulsion-slurry at different 

values of volume fraction of oil droplets 
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Fig. 4-8 Relation between flotation coefficient of oil droplets and void 

relative to oil droplets in emulsion-slurry at different values of 

volume fraction of SiO2 particles on oil free basis 
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figure that the slopes n1 of plots are unaltered regardless of the values of p. 

It is expected that So1 should be the function of p by considering the flotation of oil 

droplets rising through the particulate slurry which can be treated as a continuum fluid. In 

Figure 4-9, So1 is plotted logarithmically against (1-p). Plots can be approximated by a 

linear relationship in the range tested, in accordance with 

1

o1 p0 p(1 ) -
mS S   (4-4) 

where Sp0 and m1 are experimental constants. Substituting Eq. (4-4) into Eq. (4-3), one 

obtains 

1 1

o p0 p o(1 ) (1 ) - -
m nS S    (4-5) 

With the aid of Eq. (4-2), Eq. (4-5) reduces to 

1 1 1

o p0 o p o(1 ) (1 )
-

 - - -
m n mS S     (4-6) 

It is interesting to note that So is represented by two types of void functions, 

1

o p(1 )- -
m   and 1 1

o(1 ) -- n m . In this study, Sp0 = 1.03×10
-8

 s∙rad
-2

, m1 = -2.41, n1 = 3.50. 

The solid lines shown in Figure 4-7 are the calculations obtained from Eq. (4-6) by using 

these values and are in relatively good agreement with the experimental data. 

Subsequently, the effect of particles added in O/W emulsion of a certain volume 

concentration on the flotation coefficient of oil droplets was investigated with varying the 

volume fraction of particles, keeping o constant, where o is the volume fraction of oil 

droplets on the particles free basis defined as 

o
o

p1


-





 (4-7) 

Figure 4-10 shows the variations of the flotation coefficient So of oil droplets with 

the volume fraction p of SiO2 particles for different values of o. The lines are the 

calculations obtained on the basis of Eqs. (4-6) and (4-7) and are in fairly good agreement  
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Fig. 4-9 Relation between So1 in Eq. (4-3) and volume 

fraction of SiO2 particles on oil free basis 
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Fig. 4-10 Variation of flotation coefficient of oil droplets with 

volume fraction of SiO2 particles for different values of 

volume fraction of oil droplets defined by Eq. (4-7) 
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with the experimental data except the individual points, indicating that Eq. (4-6) 

accurately describes the centrifugal flotation behavior of oil droplets in emulsion-slurry. 

It is found from the figure that the flotation coefficient So of oil droplets increased with 

the increase in the additive amount of SiO2 particles in O/W emulsion. 

4.5 Centrifugal Sedimentation Behaviours of Particles in 

Emulsion-Slurry 

Figure 4-11 shows the effect of the volume fraction o of oil droplets on the 

sedimentation coefficient Sp of SiO2 particles settling through emulsion-slurry for 

different values of volume fractions p of SiO2 particles. Similar to the results shown in 

Figure 4-7, the more concentrated the volume fraction o of oil droplets is, the greater the 

sedimentation coefficient Sp of SiO2 particles is, due to the presence of oil droplets, and Sp 

is not influenced by the angular velocity. However, such acceleration effect is more 

remarkable in the case of the flotation coefficient So (Figure 4-7) compared to that of the 

sedimentation coefficient Sp (Figure 4-11). This is because the increase in the density 

difference between oil droplets and emulsion-slurry with increasing volume fraction p of 

SiO2 particles, influencing the flotation of oil droplets, is larger than that of the density 

difference between SiO2 particles and emulsion-slurry with increasing volume fraction o 

of oil droplets, influencing the sedimentation of SiO2 particles, in our experimental 

system (Robinson, 1926; Steinour, 1944). 

Similar to Eq. (4-5) derived for the flotation coefficient So, the sedimentation 

coefficient Sp of SiO2 particles are logarithmically plotted against the void (1 – ϕp) 

relative to SiO2 particles for different values of o, in Figure 4-12. It is found from the 

figure that Sp is related to (1 – p) by 

2

p p1 p(1 ) -
nS S   (4-8) 

And the relationship between Sp1 and (1 – o) can be represented by 
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Fig. 4-11 Effect of volume fraction of oil droplets on sedimentation 

coefficient of SiO2 particles in emulsion-slurry at different 

values of volume fraction of SiO2 particles 
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Fig. 4-12 Relation between flotation coefficient of SiO2 particles and void 

relative to SiO2 particles in emulsion-slurry at different values 

of volume fraction of oil droplets on particle free basis 
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2

p1 o0 o(1 ) -
mS S   (4-9) 

as shown in Figure 4-13. Therefore, the sedimentation coefficient Sp of SiO2 particles in 

emulsion-slurry were expressed as 

2 2

p o0 o p(1 ) (1 ) - -
m nS S    (4-10) 

where So0, m2 and n2 are experimental constants and are 1.05×10-8 s∙rad-2, -1.20, 4.80 in 

this study, respectively. The following expression can be obtained by substituting Eq. 

(4-7) into Eq. (4-10).  

2 2 2

p o0 o p p(1 ) (1 )
-

 - - -
m n mS S     (4-11) 

The solid curves in Figure 4-11 are the calculations obtained using Eq. (4-11). The 

experimental results are in fairly good agreement with the calculations over the range 

tested except the individual points, indicating that Eq. (4-11) is available to describe the 

centrifugal sedimentation behavior of SiO2 particles in emulsion-slurry. 

4.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter, the centrifugation experiments of emulsion-slurry which was the 

mixture of O/W emulsion and SiO2 suspension were conducted under different 

experimental conditions by means of an analytical centrifuge with a NIR light source, and 

each of O/W emulsion and SiO2 suspension were also employed in experiments for 

comparison. As a result, it was confirmed that the oil droplets and SiO2 particles in 

emulsion-slurry were separated completely after centrifugation. The flotation and 

sedimentation coefficients in centrifugal separation of emulsion-slurry were uninfluenced 

by the centrifugal acceleration. The acceleration effect is more remarkable in the case of 

the flotation coefficient although the flotation and sedimentation coefficients are both 

increased with increasing volume fraction of SiO2 particles or oil droplets in 

emulsion-slurry. The flotation and sedimentation coefficients were represented by using  
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Fig. 4-13 Relation between Sp1 in Eq. (4-8) and volume 

fraction of oil droplets on particle free basis 
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two types of void functions and were shown to account correctly for the acceleration 

effect in centrifugal separation of emulsion-slurry. The obtained results indicated that the 

centrifugation is effective for the separation of O/W emulsion containing solid particles 

which is often encountered in wastewater treatment of industries producing cosmetics, 

pharmaceuticals, agrochemicals and paints due to the smaller density of oil droplets and 

the larger density of solid particles than the continuous phase. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusions 

In this study, the mechanical solid-liquid separations related to O/W emulsion were 

investigated. First, the evaluation of filtration properties and properties of filter cake in 

membrane filtration of O/W emulsion were revealed. Second, flotation and 

sedimentation properties in centrifugal separation of O/W emulsion containing solid 

particles were discussed. The following results were obtained from the studies: 

1) Dead-end constant pressure microfiltration experiments under both modes of 

upward and downward were conducted in order to obtain the filtration characteristic 

values in membrane filtration of O/W emulsion. Ruth plots showed a non-linear 

relationship in conventional downward filtration because cake exfoliation occurred. 

However, Ruth plots showed a linear relationship in upward filtration because cake 

exfoliation did not occur. It was found that the values of the infinite average specific 

cake resistance obtained in both filtration modes were very different and the values of 

downward filtration were less than the true values. The formed cake properties was able 

to be evaluated more correctly in upward filtration because the effect of cake exfoliation 

was not contained in the values of specific cake resistance calculated, and therefore it 

was concluded that the upward dead-end filtration test was quite effective for evaluation 

of filtration properties in membrane filtration of O/W emulsion (Chapter 2). 

2) Upward filtration tests accompanied with a sudden reduction in the cake surface 

area were conducted under constant pressure conditions, in order to accurately evaluate 

cake properties as reflected by the average porosity εav and the average specific cake 

resistance αav. For comparison, downward filtration tests were also conducted. The 

calculated values of the average specific cake resistance αav became lower in downward 

filtration although the calculated values of the average volume fraction (1 - εav) of oil 

droplets obtained based on a dead-end filtration mechanism were higher in downward 
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filtration. This was because the influence of the cake exfoliation was not able to be ruled 

out in downward filtration. It was found that the determination of cake properties based 

on downward filtration may lead to erroneous results. Therefore, it is suggested that the 

upward dead-end filtration test accompanied with a sudden reduction in the cake surface 

area is particularly suitable for evaluating cake properties in membrane filtration of O/W 

emulsions (Chapter 3). 

3) The centrifugation experiments of emulsion-slurry which was the mixture of O/W 

emulsion and SiO2 suspension were conducted under different experimental conditions 

by means of an analytical centrifuge with a NIR light source, and each of O/W emulsion 

and SiO2 suspension were also employed in experiments for comparison. As a result, it 

was confirmed that the oil droplets and SiO2 particles in emulsion-slurry were separated 

completely after centrifugation. The flotation and sedimentation coefficients in 

centrifugal separation of emulsion-slurry were uninfluenced by the centrifugal 

acceleration. The acceleration effect is more remarkable in the case of the flotation 

coefficient although the flotation and sedimentation coefficients are both increased with 

increasing volume fraction of SiO2 particles or oil droplets in emulsion-slurry. The 

flotation and sedimentation coefficients were represented by using two types of void 

functions and were shown to account correctly for the acceleration effect in centrifugal 

separation of emulsion-slurry (Chapter 4). 

Author expects that the present research results about the mechanical solid-liquid 

separations of O/W emulsion can give some contribution for separation of O/W 

emulsion. As the extension of this study, ultrafiltration, centrifugation and compression 

experiments will be carried out using various O/W emulsions such as 

surfactant-stabilized O/W emulsion and nanoparticle-stabilized O/W emulsion 

(Pickering O/W emulsion), which has been a completely unexplored research field. 
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Nomenclature 

a = gravitational or centrifugal acceleration [m/s
2
] 

B = empirical constant defined in Eq. (1-5) [kg
-

∙m

∙s

2
] 

d = diameter of sphere [m] 

D = inner diameter of inserted cylinder [m] 

Dh = diameter of hole [m] 

do = mean specific surface area size of oil droplets [m] 

dp = mean specific surface area size of SiO2 particles [m] 

g = gravitational acceleration [m/s
2
] 

h = distance from membrane surface to suddenly-reduced surface [m] 

Kv = Ruth filtration coefficient defined by Eq. (1-2)  [m
2
/s] 

m = ratio of mass of wet to mass of dry cake [–] 

m1 = experimental constant defined in Eq.(4-4) [–] 

m2 = experimental constant defined in Eq.(4-9) [–] 

N = exponent defined in Eq. (1-11) [–] 

n = compressibility coefficient defined in Eq. (1-4) [-] 

n1 = experimental constant defined in Eq.(4-3) [–] 

n1,i = apparent compressibility coefficient defined in Eq. (2-3) [–] 

n2 = experimental constant defined in Eq.(4-8) [–] 

p = applied filtration pressure  [Pa] 

pm = pressure drop across filter medium  [Pa] 

q1 = filtration rate [m/s] 

Rc = ratio of creaming height for emulsion-slurry and emulsion to initial 

height of dispersions 

 

[–] 

Rm = resistance of filter medium [m
-1

] 
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Rs = ratio of sediment height for emulsion-slurry and SiO2 suspension to 

initial height of dispersions 

 

[–] 

r = radial distance of an arbitrary position from center of rotation [m] 

r1 = radial distance from center of rotation to bottom of sample filled in 

cell 

 

[m] 

r2 = radial distance from center of rotation to the top of sample filled in 

cell 

 

[m] 

rc = radial distance from center of rotation to critical interface where 

flotation and sedimentation interfaces arise for the first time 

simultaneously 

 

 

[m] 

ri = radial distance from center of rotation to interface of dispersion 

and clear liquid 

 

[m] 

s = mass fraction of oil droplets in emulsion [–] 

S = flotation or sedimentation coefficient [s/rad
2
] 

So = flotation coefficient [s/rad
2
] 

So0 = empirical constant defined in Eq. (4-9) [s/rad
2
] 

So1 = empirical constant defined in Eq. (4-3) [s/rad
2
] 

Sp = sedimentation coefficient [s/rad
2
] 

Sp0 = empirical constant defined in Eq. (4-4) [s/rad
2
] 

Sp1 = empirical constant defined in Eq. (4-8) [s/rad
2
] 

t = centrifugal time [s] 

tc = critical time when flotation and sedimentation interfaces arise for 

the first time simultaneously 

 

[s] 

T = NIR light transmission [–] 

v = cumulative filtrate volume collected per unit effective membrane 

area 

 

[m] 
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vm = fictitious filtrate volume per unit effective membrane area, 

equivalent to flow resistance of membrane 

 

[m] 

vt = cumulative filtrate volume per unit effective membrane area 

collected until filter cake surface reaches reduced surface 

 

[m] 

w = net solid mass of entire filter cake per unit effective membrane area [kg/m
2
] 

Greek letters 

1 = empirical constant defined in Eq. (1-4) [kg
-1-n

∙m
1+n

∙s
2n

] 

1,i = empirical constant defined in Eq. (2-3) [kg
-1-n1,i∙m

1+n1,i∙s
2n1, i] 

av = average specific cake resistance [m/kg] 

av,i = infinite average specific cake resistance in Eq. (2-1) [m/kg] 

 = empirical constant defined in Eq. (1-5) [-] 

εav = average porosity of filter cake [-] 

 = filtration time [s] 

 = viscosity of filtrate [Pa∙s] 

 = density of filtrate [kg/m
3
] 

l = density of water [kg/m
3
] 

o = density of oil droplets [kg/m
3
] 

p = density of SiO2 particles [kg/m
3
] 

 = total volume fraction of oil droplets and SiO2 particles in 

emulsion-slurry  

 

[–] 

o = volume fraction of oil droplets in emulsion-slurry [–] 

p = volume fraction of SiO2 particles in emulsion-slurry [–] 

o = volume fraction of oil droplets on particle free basis [–] 

p = volume fraction of SiO2 particles on oil free basis [–] 

 = angular velocity of rotor [rad/s] 
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Subscript 

m = filter medium  
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